COVID-19 Safety Protocols for Program Participants and Visitors

We strongly encourage visits to The LP storefront location by non-LP staff members to be scheduled with advance notice whenever possible. All visitors are required to confirm full vaccination, submit a contact tracing form, wear a mask, and practice social distancing.

Proof of full vaccination* is required (incl future boosters) for:

- Individuals accepted into the Create Change Residency and Fellowship programs
- Visitors, Consultants, Teaching Artists, and Program Participants when engaging in activities inside The LP storefront location
- Acceptable forms of proof of vaccination include NYC COVID Safe App, Excelsior Pass, C.D.C. Vaccination Card (or photo), NYC Vaccination Record, an official immunization record from outside NYC or the U.S. alongside matching photo I.D.

*Full vaccination means that 14 days have passed since the final dose of an C.D.C. or W.H.O.-approved vaccine.

Proof of vaccination is not required for Program Participants engaging in The LP’s outdoor programming.

Masks are required for:

- Individuals accepted into the Create Change Residency and Fellowship programs while indoors at the storefront location as well as outdoors when conducting official LP programs
- Visitors, Consultants, Teaching Artists, and Program Participants when engaging in activities inside The LP storefront location

Masks are highly encouraged but not required for Program Participants when engaging in The LP’s outdoor programming. Optional masks will be provided by LP staff for Program Participants at all outdoor programming engagements.

Contact Tracing (incl Self Health Assessment & Contact Info) must be conducted prior to physical presence at the LP storefront location or upon visit for current Create Change Residency and Fellowship participants, Visitors, Consultants, Teaching Artists, and Program Participants.

We have adopted these COVID-19 Safety Protocols based on guidelines from the C.D.C. These protocols are subject to change as C.D.C. and New York recommendations and guidelines are updated.